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            Abstract
Most natural and artificial materials have crystalline structures from which abundant topological phases emerge1,2,3,4,5,6. However, the bulk–edge correspondence—which has been widely used in experiments to determine the band topology from edge properties—is inadequate in discerning various topological crystalline phases7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16, leading to challenges in the experimental classification of the large family of topological crystalline materials4,5,6. It has been theoretically predicted that disclinations—ubiquitous crystallographic defects—can provide an effective probe of crystalline topology beyond edges17,18,19, but this has not yet been confirmed in experiments. Here we report an experimental demonstration of bulk–disclination correspondence, which manifests as fractional spectral charge and robust bound states at the disclinations. The fractional disclination charge originates from the symmetry-protected bulk charge patterns—a fundamental property of many topological crystalline insulators (TCIs). Furthermore, the robust bound states at disclinations emerge as a secondary, but directly observable, property of TCIs. Using reconfigurable photonic crystals as photonic TCIs with higher-order topology, we observe these hallmark features via pump–probe and near-field detection measurements. It is shown that both the fractional charge and the localized states emerge at the disclination in the TCI phase but vanish in the trivial phase. This experimental demonstration of bulk–disclination correspondence reveals a fundamental phenomenon and a paradigm for exploring topological materials.
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                    Fig. 1: Disclination as a bulk probe of crystalline topology.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Photonic TCI and disclination.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Bulk–disclination correspondence.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Measurement of the disclination states.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Experimental setup for the LDOS measurements.
a, Schematic of the measured region (one-fifth of the whole disclination structure) as illustrated for the TCI disclination structure. The purple dots represent the dielectric pillars. Each unit cell is divided into 24 small triangular regions (illustrated in detail in the 32 unit cell). The blue dots represent the measurement points in the small triangular regions. Each region has one measurement point. b, Schematic of the measurement region for the NI disclination with the same triangular divisions. c, Schematic of the sub-miniature version A (SMA) monopole antenna mounted on the lower plate of the parallel-plates-defined 2D photonic systems. The diameter Φ of the monopole antenna is 1.24 mm. For microwave photons, the aluminium plate acts as a perfect electric conductor (PEC). A hole is drilled on the lower plate with a diameter Φ of 4 mm to insert the probing antenna. We fill the remaining space in the hole with polytetrafluoroetylene (PTFE) (relative permittivity ε = 2.1) to achieve impedance matching with the coaxial cable, which has a characteristic impedance of 50 ohm. The length of the monopole cylindrical antenna is l2 and its diameter is 1.2 mm. The length between the A plane and the B plane is l1 = 6 mm.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Experimental and calculated LDOS for the TCI and NI disclination structures.
a, Schematic of the disclination structure of which a one-fifth sector (with 15 unit cells, enclosed by the dashed lines) is measured and calculated for the LDOS and the spectral charge. Note that both unit cells 21 and 41 are separated into two halves. b–f, Comparison between the experimental and calculated LDOS for the 11 (b), 21 (c), 32 (d), 51 (e) and 53 (f) unit cells for both the TCI and NI disclination structures. In the calculation of the LDOS based on Supplementary Note 4, the Lorentz broadening parameter Γ is set as 30 MHz.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Measured phase profiles of the electric fields of disclination states.
a, Phase profiles from eigenstate calculations. b, Phase profiles from experimental measurements. These results are consistent with the symmetric and antisymmetric wavefunctions with respect to the mirror plane of the setup (Extended Data Fig. 4a).


Extended Data Fig. 4 Measurements of the disclination states without the PRBs.
a, Illustration of the experimental system. A PhC disclination made of Al2O3 pillars (pink) is cladded by parallel metal plates (grey) above and below, and is surrounded by microwave absorption sponges (blue). Inset: top view of the sample. The white dashed line denotes the mirror symmetry plane of the disclination. b, Eigenstates spectrum (top) and the simulated (middle) and measured (bottom) transmission between source A and detector B for the PhC with d = a/2 (no central pillar). Grey regions denote the bulk band regions. c, d, Electric-field profiles of disclination states from eigenstate calculations (c) and measurements (d). The positive and negative signs indicate whether the sources C and D (green stars) have the same sign or opposite signs. e, f, The corresponding phase distributions of the electric-field from calculations (e) and measurements (f).


Extended Data Fig. 5 No disclination state in the NI disclination.
a, Top view of the NI disclination with 75 unit cells where d = 0.23a for each unit cell. b, Photonic spectrum and transmission for the NI disclination. Top: photonic spectrum from eigenstate calculations. Middle: simulated transmission from the source A to the detector B (positions of A and B are illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 4a). Lower: measured transmission from the source A to the detector B.
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